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ABSTRACT 
We define the generalized Moore-Penrose inverse and give necessary and sufi- 
cient conditions for its existence over an integral domain. We also prove its unique- 
ness and give a formula for it which leads us towards a “generalized Cramer’s rule” to 
find the generalized Moore-Penrose solution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider matrices over an integral domain D with involution a + Z, 
unless indicated otherwise. Let A, M, and N be matrices of order m X n, 
m X m, and n X n respectively, where M, N are invertible. An n X m matrix 
G is said to be the generalized Moore-Penrose inverse of A with respect to 
M, N if the conditions 
(1) AGA = A, 
(2) GAG = G, 
(3) (MAGI* = MAC, 
(4) (NGA)* = NGA 
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are satisfied, where * denotes induced involution over matrices [i.e., A* = 
(A>T]. We denote a generalized Moore-Penrose inverse of A with respect to 
M and N by A&. If G satisfies (1) then G is called a generalized inverse 
(l-inverse, g-inverse) of A. A matrix A is said to be regular over D if it has a 
g-inverse over D. If G satisfies (1) and (2) it is said to be a reflexive 
g-inverse of A. A is said to be symmetric if A* = A. See [4]. 
Let A be an m x n matrix, and let ar =(il ,..., i,}, p =(j, ,..., j,) be 
subsets of (1,. . . , m} and {l,. . . , n), respectively. We denote by A‘$ the 
submatrix of A determined by rows indexed by (Y and columns indexed by p. 
The determinant of a square matrix A is denoted by ]A], and (a/aaij)]A] 
denotes the cofactor of aij in the expansion of A. The determinantal rank 
(the size of the largest nonvanishing minor) is denoted by p(A). C,.(A) is the 
rth compound matrix of A with rows indexed by r-element subsets of 
11, *. . , m} and columns indexed by r-element subsets of {l,. . . , n}. At several 
places in this paper, (Y, /?, y are assumed to be r-element subsets of 
0,2,..., n) or {1,2,..., m) without that being stated explicitly. 
The relevant properties of A; and C,(A) from [l] and [3] that will be 
used are listed below. 
(i) Let A be an m X n matrix with p(A) = r. Then 
P(CrW) = l. (1.1) 
See [3, Lemma 91. 
(ii) Let A be an m X n matrix over the integral domain D with p(A) = r. 
Then A is regular if and only if there exists ct E D such that 
c c,BIA;l = 1, (1.2) 
a.P 
where the summation is over all r-element subsets (Y, p of {1,2,. . . , ml and 
IL%..., n) respectively. Furthermore, if ct satisfies (1.2) then G = (g,,) is a 
g-inverse of A, where 
(1.3) 
See [3, Theorem 81. 
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(iii) Let A be an m X n matrix of rank r over the integral domain ID. Let 
G be a reflexive g-inverse of A. Then for all i, j 
(1.4) 
where (Y, /3 run over all r-element subsets of { 1,2,. . . , m) and {1,2,. . . , n} 
respectively. See [l, Theorem 31. 
The main results of this paper consist of, for any matrix A over D and 
invertible matrices M, N of corresponding sizes, 
(1) necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an A&,, , 
(2) the uniqueness of and a formula for A&,, , whenever it exists, and 
(3) a generalized Cramer’s rule to find a generalized Moore-Penrose 
solution with respect to M and N. 
2. EXISTENCE OF A GENERALIZED MOORE-PENROSE INVERSE 
We shall start this section by finding a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of an As,N f or a column (m X 1) matrix over D. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a nonzero column matrix over ID. lf M is an 
invertible matrix of size m X m and N is a 1 X 1 identity matrix, then A&,, 
exists tf and only if A*MA is symmetric and an invertible element in D. 
Proof First, suppose that A&, N exist and let G = A$, N. Then AGA = A, 
and since A is a nonzero m X 1 matrix over an integral domain, GA = 1. 
Now, since MAG is symmetric, we have M-‘G*A*M*A = A and hence 
GM - ’ G *A* M *A = 1. Therefore AMA is invertible in D. By multiplying with 
A from the right and A* from the left, the equation 
G*A*M* = MAG 
gives A*MA is symmetric. 
Conversely, if A*MA is invertible and symmetric in D, then it is easy to 
verify that (A*MA)-‘A*M* is an ALN. n 
For a row matrix we give a similar result in the following lemma, without 
proof. 
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LEMMA 2. Let A be a rwnzero row matrix over D. If N is an invertible 
matrix of size n X n and M is an 1 X 1 identity matrix, then A&,, exists if and 
only if AN-IA* is symmetric and an invertible element in D. In this case 
N-‘A*(AN-‘A*) is an AGSN. 
Now we shall give necessary and sufficient conditions for a matrix A to 
have a generalized Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to M and N, when A 
has a rank factorization over D. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be an m X n matrix of rank r over D, and let A = BC 
be a rank factorization fw A, lf M and N are invertible matrices of size m X n 
and n x n respectively, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A has a generalized Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to M and N. 
(ii) B*MB and CN-‘C* are symmetric and invertible over ID. 
(iii) C, ,lA”,l(N-‘A*M)fl is invertible in D, where a,p run over r-ele- 
ment subs& of {1,2,. . , m} and {1,2,. . . , n) respectively, and A*MA and 
AN- ‘A* are symmetric matrices. 
Proof. (i) - (ii): Suppose A&,, exists, and let G = A,&,. Then 
AGM-‘G*A*M*A = A (2.1) 
(since MAG is symmetric.) Since A = BC is a rank factorization over D, B is 
a full column rank matrix and C is a full row rank matrix over the field of 
quotients of D, and B is left cancelable and C is right cancelable over D. So 
from (2.1) we get 
CGM-‘G*C*B*M*B = I, (2.2) 
which implies B*M*B is invertible. Similarly, by considering the equation 
AN-‘A*G*N*GA = A, (2.3) 
we get that CN-‘C* is invertible. 
Since G is a reflexive g-inverse of A, G has a rank factorization G = W 
over D (for example, take U = GB and V = CC) such that CU = I and 
VB = I. From condition (3) we get 
MBV= U*B*M*. (2.4) 
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By multiplying by B* on the left and B on the right, we get that B*M*B is 
symmetric. Similarly, by considering condition (4) we get 
NUC = C*U*N*, (2.5) 
from which we can see that CN- ‘C* is symmetric. Hence (i) * (ii). 
(ii) a(i): If B*MB and CN-‘C* are symmetric and invertible over ID, 
then it can be verified easily that N-‘C*(CN-‘C*)-‘(B*MB)-‘B*M* is a 
generalized Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to M and N. 
(ii) e (iii): Observe that B*MB and CN-‘C* are symmetric if and only 
if A*MA and AN-‘A* are symmetric. Secondly, B*MB and CN-‘C* are 
invertible if and only if (CN-‘C*(JB*MBI = ICN-‘C*B*MBI is invertible. 
By the Cauchy-Binet formula, 
ICN-‘C*B*MBI = c ICJ IN-‘;1 lC*yl lB*J lM:IlP”l, (2.6) 
ff,P,Y,G 
where p, y run over all r-element subsets of {1,2,. . . , n) and (Y, 6 run over all 
r-element subsets of {1,2,. . . , m}. This is 
= (I py /“I ICal IN-‘;1 lC*'l IB*J lM:l 
, , I 
= C IA;II(N-~A*M)~. (2.7) 
a.B 
So we get that CN-‘C* and B*MB are invertible if and only if 
C,,plA;l I(N-‘A*M),BI is invertible. Hence (ii) = (iii). n 
REMARK 1. Under the conditions of the above theorem we can ob- 
serve that A*MA is regular [with a g-inverse C;‘(B*MB)- ‘CT-‘, 
where Pi ’ and Pi1 denote the left and right inverses of P respectively], 
since B*MB is invertible. Similarly, AN-‘A* is regular [with a g-inverse 
Bi-‘(CN-‘C*)-‘B,‘]. From (2.1) and (2.3) it can be observed very easily 
that p(A*MA) = p(Ah-‘A*) = p(A), so, if P- denotes a g-inverse of P, 
then A(A*MA)-A* and A*(AA-‘A*)-A are invariant under any g-inverse, 
and also we can observe that A(A*MA)-A*M*A = A, AW’A*(AN-‘A*)-A 
= A, and 
N-‘A*(AN-‘A*)-A(A*MA)-A*M* 
is an ALN. 
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COROLLARY 4. Let A be a matrix of rank 1, and A = BC be a rank 
factorization of A over D. Then A&,N is unique whenever it exists. 
Proof. Assume AL,, (say G) exists. Since it is a reflexive g-inverse, it 
can be written in the form G = UV where CU = Z and VB = I. From (2.4) 
and (2.5) we get 
V=(B*MB)-‘B*M*, (2.8) 
u= N-lC*(CN-lC*)-l, (2.9) 
and 
G=N-‘C*(CN-‘C*)-‘(B*MB)-‘B*M* 
= N-lC*B*M*(CN-‘C*)-l(B*MZ?-l 
[ since (CN-‘C*)-I,( B*MB)-1 ED] 
= N-lA*M*[Tr(CN-lC*B*MB)]-l 
= N-‘A*M* [Tr( N-‘C*B*MBC)] -’ 
= N-‘A*M*[Tr( N-‘A*MA)] -r. (2.10) 
so 4&N is unique whenever it exists. n 
COROLL.ARY 5. Let A be an m x n matrix of rank r, and M, N invertible 
matrices over D such that A*M*A and Ah-IA* are symmetric. Also, let 
A + BC be a rank factorization of A over ID. Then A has a generalized 
Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to M and N zf and only rf C,(A) has a 
generalized Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to C,(M) and C,(N). 
Proof. From the properties of compound matrices, it is clear that C,(A) 
has a generalized Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to C,(M) and C,.(N) 
whenever A has a generalized Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to M 
and N. 
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To prove the converse, first observe that C,(A) has a rank factorization, 
as A has. By (i) * (iii) of Theorem 3, applied to C,.(A), we get that the 
summation 
which is the same as x,,,IA”,I l(N-‘A*M)iI, is invertible. Since A*M*A and 
AN- ‘A* are symmetric and C,,, IA;1 KN-‘A*M)fI is invertible, by (iii)*(i) 
of Theorem 3, A has a generalized Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to M 
and N. W 
REMARK 2. It is easy to observe that the existence of a generalized 
Moore-Penrose inverse for C,(A) with respect to C,(M) and C,(N) is not a 
sufficient condition for the existence of a generalized Moore-Penrose inverse 
for A with respect to M and N. For example, let D = C, the field of complex 
numbers with respect to conjugation as the involution, and let 
A=[: y], M=[b e], and N=[i ~1. 
Then C,(A) = 1, C,(M)= - 1, C,(N)= 1, and C,(A) has a generalized 
Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to C,(M), and C,(N). But A has no 
generalized Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to M and N. 
Now we shall consider matrices which may not have any rank factoriza- 
tion over an integral domain D, and we shall give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for their having a generalized Moore-Penrose inverse with respect 
to M and N. First we shall consider a matrix A of rank 1, and in the 
following lemma prove a necessary condition for the existence of A&,, 
LEMMA 6. Let A be an m X n matrix of rank 1, M and N invertible 
matrices over D. Then Tr(N- ‘A* MA) is invertible whenever A&,, exists. 
Proof. Let G = A&,N= (gij> exist. Let ri denote the ith row of A, and 
c! the jth column of G, where i = 1,2,. . . , m, j = 1,2,. . . , n. Define matrices 
A of order 1 X mn and G of order mn X 1 such that 
ff = (rl,r2,...,r,), 
e = (&CT; )...) CL)‘. 
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We claim that G is a Moore-Penrose inverse of A with respect to 1 and 
MT-’ @ N (where 8 stands for the tensor product of matrices). 
Since A is of rank 1, every 2 X 2 minor of A vanishes, and hence for all 
i,.i,k,l 
aijakz = akjail. (2.11) 
Using AGA = A and (2.11), it can be seen that &aijgji = 1, i.e., AG = 1. 
Therefore AGA = A, GAG = G, and (A&)* = AC. 
Now we shall prove (MT- ’ 8 NX&A) is symmetric. First, consider a rank 
factorization A = BC, where B is a column matrix and C is a row matrix over 
the field of quotients of ID. Let G = Uv, where U and V are matrices over the 
field of quotients of D such that CU = 1 and VB = 1. By (2.8) and (2.9) we 
get 
V=(B*MB)-‘B*M* 
U= N-‘C*(CN-lC*)-l. 
But 
A = BT@C and G =VTOU, 
and 
(MT-‘@N)(Ae) = MT-‘BN[(VTBU)(BTOC)] 
= MT-‘VTBT@ NUC 
= (W-'G*A*)~NGA (2.12) 
is symmetric. So G is a Moore-Penrose inverse of A with respect to 1 and 
MT-‘@N. Therefore, by Lemma 2 we get &M’@N)-‘A*, which is equal to 
Tr(N- ‘A* MA), is invertible in D. n 
LEMMA 7. Let A be an mxn matrix of rank 1 over D, and M,N 
invertible matrices of corresponding sizes. Then A&,, exists if and only if 
Tr(N-‘A*MA) is invertible in ID and A*M*A, AN- ‘A* are symmetric. Also, 
A&, ti unique whenever it exists. 
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Proof. “If” part: Let A,&, exist over D. The symmetry of 
A* M*A, Ah- ‘A* and the invertibility of Tr(N- ‘A* MA) over the field of 
quotients of DJ follow from Theorem 3. From Lemma 5 we get that 
Tr(N-‘A*MA) is invertible in D. Hence the proof of the “if” part of the 
lemma. 
“Only if” part: Suppose Tr(N- ‘A* MA) is invertible and A* M*A, AN- ‘A* 
are symmetric. Then we claim that 
G = [Tr(N-lA*MA)]-lN-lA*M* 
is an A& N. We have 
AGA = A[Tr(N-‘A*MA)] -lN-‘A*M*A 
= [Tr(N-‘A*MA)] -‘ANlA*M*A 
=(B*MB)-l(CN-‘C*)-lB(CN-lC*)(B*M*B)C 
(by taking A = BC a rank factorization over the field of quotients). Since 
A*M*A is symmetric, B*M*B is symmetric over the field of quotients of D. 
So we get AGA = BC = A. Similarly it can be verified easily that GAG = G, 
and that MAG and NGA are symmetric. So G is an A&N. 
Uniqueness follows from Corollary 4. n 
In the following theorem we shall prove necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for the existence of A& N when A may not have a rank factorization 
over D. 
THEOREM 8. LetAbeanmXnmutrixofrankrover ID, andM,Nbe 
invertible matrices of corresponding sizes. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A has a generalized Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to M and N. 
(ii) C,(A) has a generalized Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to C,(M) 
and C,(N); also, A* MA, AN- ‘A* are symmetric. 
(iii) Tr[C,.(N-‘A*MA)] is invertible in D, and A*MA and AN-‘A* are 
symmetric. In this case A&, N is unique and 
gij = c {Tr[ C,(N-‘A*MA)]}-i](N-‘A*M*)z] &IA;1 (2.13) 
a.6 3’ 
gives A &. N I 
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Proof. (i) j (ii) can be verified easily in the case of(i) * (ii) of Theorem 
3, and (ii) 3 (iii) follows from Lemma 7. 
(iii) j(i): Suppose Tr[C,(N-‘A*MA)] is invertible in D, and A*MA and 
AN-IA* are symmetric. By (iii) * (i) of Theorem 3 we get G = A&,, over 
the fields of quotients of D. But C,(G) is a unique generalized Moore-Penrose 
inverse with respect to C,.(M) and C,(N) (by Lemma 7) so C,(G) = 
(T~C,(N-lA*MA)]]-lC,(N-‘)C,(A*)C,(M*). From (1.4) we get 
gij = ~~{Tr[c,(N-‘A~MA~])-‘~(N-‘A*M*)~~~~A~~ 
JS 
for all i=l,2 ,..., 72, j=1,2 ,..., m, which implies that G is a matrix over D. 
Also, from (1.4) and the uniqueness of Cr(A)&,xC,(N), we get the unique- 
ness of A& N. n 
REMARK 3. If Ax = Y is a given linear system over ID, then Gy is a 
generalized Moore-Penrose solution. In fact it is easily verified using (2.13) 
that 
where A(i + y) is the matrix obtained by replacing the ith column of A by 
y. If M, N are positive definite matrices in C (complex numbers with the 
usual conjugation as involution), then the generalized Moore-Penrose inverse 
is referred to as the minimum N-norm M-least-squares g-inverse of A (see 
[5]); it always exists, and in this case Gy is called the minimum N-norm, 
M-least-squares solution. 
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